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And that was the day. I arrived at the hospital with two suitcases of 
books and a stuffed cat, a pale surrogate for my three favourites. 
They numbered me, shaved my arms and punctured a few veins. 
I had a lot of people around me: my family, of course, then doctors, 
nurses, other patients... I never felt so alone, not even the time I 
climbed my first solo winter peak, with nothing but wind, rock and 
ice around me for kilometres. 
At the exact moment when the bracelet with my name, number and 
barcode clicked into place, I realised that there are indeed moments 
when time stands still.

(Giovanni Spitale, Hestia, 2017)
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Idiopathic aplastic anemia. 
I repeated these three words to myself for days, like a mantra, to strip them of their 
meaning and reduce them to pure sound. 
Aplastic: soft and subtle like a D major chord played long and flat by a good violinist. 
Anemia: G G G E, F F F D. Fate knocking at man's door, or at least the way Beethoven 
imagined it in his Fifth Symphony: something unexpected that takes you inside. 
Idiopathic on the other hand tinkles, reminding me of Bach: the prelude number one in 
C major from the Well-Tempered Clavier. That, or a box of glasses breaking. 
Obviously idiopathic aplastic anemia doesn't mean any of that, it's just the name of my 
disease, not musician's code. It is said that naming things makes them less scary, moving 
them from the realm of the unknown to the familiar; that sounds like a lot of bullshit to 
me. I was twenty-one and something that smelled like music and broken glasses wanted 
to kill me, crush all my dreams and shut me up forever. Nice gain, knowing the name: 
even if it had been called 'Sunday', nothing would have changed at all.

(Giovanni Spitale, Hestia, 2017)







Fear

Uncertainty
Lack of understanding

Knowledge asymmetry

Cognitive coping strategies

Sense of frailty



It is the numbers, the damn numbers, that make things so difficult for me and my fellow 
sufferers. On average, the odds of finding a compatible donor are one in a hundred 
thousand, you know. Then as if that wasn't enough you wanted to be a maverick and 
you have a very rare HLA, your 'compatibility code'. How rare? Rare, how to quantify it. 
In the bed next to yours a nineteen-year-old boy holds back tears as yet another test 
takes its toll, his pound of pain. Yes, but how much pain does it take to make a pound? 
Eh...Speaking of numbers: I'll be blunt and say that there are not enough people among 
'you' willing to give a little of theirs to keep 'us' alive. There are a number of genuinely 
crazy elements in this story: for a start, it is crazy to have to come to terms with death at 
the age of twenty-two. But just take a trip to paediatrics to see worse. Then, this 
statistics thing is one of those that absolutely annoys me the most. If a hundred 
thousand of 'you' were to join the donor register after a blood test, I would probably 
find a person compatible with me among them. These are the numbers I rack my brains 
over, as I watch the drops slowly creep into my circulatory system. Then, tired, Giovanni, 
you decide to get up and take a walk in the corridor. How many like you do you meet? 
How many heads with sparse or missing hair, how many hollowed-out cheeks, how 
many sunken eyes? A hundred thousand for each of them.

(Giovanni Spitale, Hestia, 2017)



Injustice

(even more) uncertainty

Sense of dependence
Urgency

Helplessness

Attrition with family and friends



Disease

• Organic 
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Sickness

• Social 
component

Bio-psycho-
social 

approach

Illness

• Subjective 
component

(George Engel, The Need for a New Medical Model: A Challenge for Biomedicine, 1977)
(Derick Wade and Peter Halligan, The biopsychosocial model of illness: a model whose time has come, 2017)
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“Of 4226 documents [on patient experiences], 17 
studies met the inclusion criteria. The studies 
investigated 10 different sources of Web-based 
patient narratives. Sample sizes ranged from 23 to 
2458. The mean score of the quality assessment 
was 82.6 (range 61-100). Effects regarding five 
different purposes were identified as follows: 
provide information, engage, model behavior, 
persuade, and comfort. We found positive effects 
in every category and negative effects in one 
category (persuade).”

(Drewniak, Glässel, Hodel and Biller-Andorno
2020)



Research question Theoretical background, literature analysis

Interview guide
How to elicit open narratives to get the data we need to 
answer our question?

Pilot testing of the 
interview guide

Does the interview guide work as
planned/expected?

Definition of the 
sample

How do we reach maximum variation? What
variables do we factor in? What is the strategy 
to reach these people?

Data collection
Interviewing, transcribing, proof-
reading

Data analysis Coding and OSOPs

Scientific publications and 
website modules

(Spitale et al. Patient narratives – a still undervalued resource for healthcare improvement, 2023)



“Patients’ stories can change curricula and 
achieve a Trojan horse effect as they 
smuggle in, and make memorable, key 
curriculum points. Narratives can engage the 
emotions, developing and sustaining 
interest, which is so closely related to 
motivation to learn.”

(Ziebland, Grob and Schlesinger 2020)
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Thanks for
Your time!

https://www.giovannispitale.net/how-to-survive-the-end-of-the-worldor-at-least-of-your-own-viu-2023/
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